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Camera transformation alone may be insufficient to align the data.
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- Find pairs of fragments that overlap
- using off-the-shelf software system
- Affine transform
Elastic registration

Low frequency distortions

=> Fragments not perfectly aligned

Need an elastic mapping $T$ to stretch the fragments to fit
\( T \) should minimize Point-to-plane distance:

\[ (p-q) \cdot N \]

(For each corresponding point)
should minimize Point-to-plane distance:

\[(p-q) \cdot N\]

(For each corresponding point)
should also minimize the elastic strain.
Assume $T$ does this.
$p$ has 4 neighbours (q0..3).
given the normals of p and p’ we can compute two tangent spaces S and S’
Compute a rotation $R$ around $p$ which takes us from $S$ to $S'$
We can apply the rotation to the neighbours of $p$
The elastic strain is the sum of the squared distance between the transformed neighbours and the rotated neighbours.
Elastic registration (cont.)

Point-to-plane distance and elastic strain are minimized as an energy function.

Unfortunately, doing this for each point is computationally infeasible.
Volumetric Registration

- Energy function redefined in terms of a lattice
- Much fewer control points